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Abstract One of the major challenges in deciding where to build new transmission
lines is that there is uncertainty regarding future loads, renewal generation output
and equipment failures. We propose a robust optimization model whose transmission
expansion solutions ensure that demand can be met over a wide range of conditions.
Specifically, we require feasible operation for all loads and renewable generation lev-
els within given ranges, and for all single transmission line failures. Furthermore,
we consider transmission switching as an allowable recovery action. This relatively
inexpensive method of redirecting power flows improves resiliency, but introduces
computational challenges. We present a novel algorithm to solve this model. Compu-
tational results are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Environmental concerns havemotivatedmanygovernments to require that an increased
amount of power be supplied by renewable sources. In the United States, most states
have enacted renewable portfolio standards legislation which mandate the fraction of
energy generation which must come from renewable sources [4]. Renewable gener-
ation has many environmental benefits, but these non-dispatchable sources of power
pose a challenge for planners due to the uncertainty in their power output. Addition-
ally, new trends in the areas of demand response, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and
distributed generation are changing the profile of electricity demand. There is uncer-
tainty in the future demand levels, especially when planning over a long-time horizon.
Methods for dealing with this uncertainty must be used when planning where to build
new transmission lines.

Furthermore, as a society that is increasingly reliant on digital technologies, an unin-
terrupted power supply is as important as ever. Designing a system that is resilient to
failures is critical. However, building new transmission lines to provide redundancy is
very expensive. It is important that transmission expansion decisions be made intelli-
gently so as to minimize the total investment costs while also ensuring that the system
is robust to failure events. In response to a failure event, i.e., a contingency, it is impor-
tant that a set of feasible actions be available to the operator that allow demand to be
met to prevent a blackout event.

Traditionally, the recovery actions available to the operator include the ability to
change generator dispatch levels and influence transmission line power flows. To
realize the goal of operating a system that is both resilient and efficient, transmission
switching has been proposed as an additional recovery action. Transmission switching
refers to the practice of opening circuit breakers on select transmission lines, effectively
temporarily removing the transmission lines from the network.

There is a paradox associated with the existence of any transmission line; the line
provides a path on which power can be transmitted, but it also imposes a constraint on
how power can be transmitted along other transmission lines. In situations where that
constraint is acting as a bottleneck, transmission switching can help direct the flow of
power to where it is needed. Transmission switching enables transmission lines to be
treated as dynamic resources rather than static resources, thereby increasing system
flexibility.

As some critics of transmission switching have noted, existing circuit breakers are
intended to be used rarely, primarily to de-energize a line that must be repaired. The
practice of using circuit breakers as a controllable element may require additional
investment in equipment that is designed to be used repeatedly and is remotely con-
trollable. The problem we consider here is thus how to make decisions about where
to build new transmission lines and where to build new transmission switching equip-
ment. We seek to solve a robust version of the problem where the total investment cost
is minimized, and feasible operation is guaranteed for all contingencies and demands
within the defined uncertainty sets, given that transmission switching may be used as
a recovery action.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we review the relevant literature.
In Sect. 3 we formally define the deterministic transmission expansion problem and
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develop the robust counterpart. In Sect. 4 we describe a cutting plane algorithm that
can solve the robust transmission expansion problem, describe the development of an
oracle which returns an unsurvivable contingency-demand pair given an investment
solution, and describe how the oracle can be utilized in the cutting plane algorithm.
Computational results are presented in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 contains concluding
remarks and future work.

2 Literature review

Transmission expansion planning has been a rich area of research for several decades.
In most early works, only dispatchable conventional generation is considered (i.e.,
uncertain renewable energy is not included) and demand forecasts are assumed to be
accurate. Latorre et al. [22] andRomero el al. [27] review several types of deterministic
models for the transmission expansion planning problem.

More recently, there has been interest in incorporating uncertainty into the trans-
mission expansion optimization models. A review of the transmission expansion area
in general, including a presentation of a few models which incorporate uncertainty, is
provided in [30].

Several studies have used stochastic methods to deal with uncertainty in renewable
generation and/or the demand for power. Hemmati et al. [16] andYu et al. [36] consider
a transmission expansion planning problem where there is uncertainty in both the
demand and the power generated at wind farms. In both works, the authors assume
that demand is normally distributed and that wind speeds are distributed according
to a Weibull distribution, and they use a Monte Carlo simulation to approximate the
probability distribution for the power output at the wind turbine generators. Yu et al.
[36] present a chance constrained formulation in which the model seeks a minimum
cost expansion plan where the probability of meeting demand is at least equal to a
specified threshold. They suggest a genetic algorithm which can return a heuristic
solution to the chance constrained formulation. Hemmati et al. [16] propose a multi-
objective model to solve for a transmission expansion solution that simultaneously
minimizes investment cost, maximizes social welfare, and minimizes loss-of-load.
They suggest a particle swarmalgorithm to solve the proposedmodel.One downside of
the approaches proposed in [16] and [36] is that the Monte Carlo simulations required
to generate the wind power probability distribution are computationally intensive.

López et al. [24] present a model that solves for both transmission and genera-
tion expansion decisions when there is uncertainty in demand. This model seeks to
minimize the expected cost of both investment costs and operational costs. A set of
possible demand scenarios and their probabilities are assumed to be given.

In contrast to stochastic optimizationmethods that require knowledge of probability
distributions, which are generally difficult to ascertain, robust optimization has been
used to solve for transmission expansion solutions that are feasible for a variety of
demand and/or renewable generation conditions.

Wu et al. [33] propose a robust model of transmission expansion where only uncer-
tainty in demand is considered. The authors use a box uncertainty set for the demand
(i.e., an ‘interval model’). They propose a branch-and-bound procedure to solve for
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the worst case demand for a given expansion plan, and use this routine within a greedy
randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) to solve for a heuristic transmission
expansion solution.

Yu at al. [35] apply the Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array Testing (TOAT) method to the
transmission expansion planning problemwhere there is uncertainty in both renewable
energy output and demand. The authors use a box uncertainty set for both demand
and renewable generation. TOAT is used to identify a subset of scenarios which are
representative of the set of all possible scenarios, as defined by the extreme points of the
box uncertainty set. The authors demonstrate that by using only these representative
scenarios within a genetic algorithm, they can identify an expansion solution that is
robust for most values in the uncertainty set, though it is not guaranteed to be feasible
for all demand and renewable generation in the uncertainty set.

Jabr [17] proposes a traditional robust model for transmission expansion where
there in uncertainty in both renewable generation and loads using two different types
of uncertainty sets: a box uncertainty set and a budget uncertainty set. The author
proposes a Benders’ decomposition procedure. The method that we propose here is
similar in spirit to that proposed in [17], although we additionally include uncertainty
in line failures, as well as transmission switching as a recovery action.

Outside of traditional stochastic programming or robust optimization frameworks,
Silva et al. [29] capture the tradeoff between cost and reliability in a transmission
expansionmodel with demand uncertainty by setting objective coefficients that weight
these opposing goals. The authors propose a genetic algorithm solution to find the
optimal expansion plan with respect to these weights. The authors allow demand
to vary within a range defined by upper and lower bounds. A limitation with the
approach proposed in [29] is that it may be difficult in practice to assign appropriate
weighting coefficients that allow cost and reliability to be compared in the same
units.

An alternative source of uncertainty that has been considered in the transmission
expansion literature is the possibility of component failures. Alguacil et al. [1] propose
a model for the transmission expansion problem which is robust to intentional line
failures. Romero at al. [25] propose a tabu search algorithm to determine where to
add line capacities, as well as generation capacities and spare transformers, in order to
ensure that feasible operation is possible in response to a terrorist attack. Choi et al. [5]
employ network cut-set constraints to relate probability distributions on the availability
of individual components to measures of system-wide resiliency. The authors use
this relationship to formulate constraints in a model which seeks a minimum cost
transmission expansion which satisfies the resiliency criteria. In these works, demand
and renewable generation are assumed to be deterministic, and transmission switching
is not allowed.

The value of transmission switching has been demonstrated in several papers. Fisher
et al. [8], Hedman et al. [13], Hedman et al. [14], Khanabadi et al. [19] and Khodaei
and Shahidehpour [20] show how transmission switching might be used to reduce the
cost of committing or dispatching generators. Shirokikh et al. [28] present a method
of choosing transmission switching actions that minimize generator dispatch costs
while ensuring that conditional value at risk constraints are met which would limit the
losses in response to contingency event. The authors assume that switching decisions
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are made prior to the realization of a contingency event and cannot be changed in
response to a contingency.

In other works, transmission switching has been shown to be valuable as a correc-
tive action to improve the response to a contingency event. In addition to discussing
the market implications of transmission switching, Hedman et al. [15] explore how
transmission switching might be used to improve resiliency. Li et al. [23] propose a
method for determining the optimal switching actions for the sole purpose of ensuring
resilient operation in response to a contingency event.

Several authors have investigated how the transmission expansion problem might
be modified to incorporate transmission switching. Khodaei et al. [21] present an
algorithm for solving for the minimum cost transmission and generator expansion
decisions where transmission switching is employed to reduce dispatch costs. The
authors require that the investment solution be feasible for a small set of contingencies,
where switching decisions cannot be changed in response to a contingency. The authors
use aBenders’ decomposition procedurewhere transmission switching decisions are in
themaster problem, which is similar to the approachwe propose. However, we employ
a procedure for dynamically generating switching variables for the master problem
on an as-needed basis which allows us to consider a larger set of contingencies, and
to additionally consider uncertainty in demand.

Villumsen and Philpott [32] propose a column generation approach to solving the
transmission expansion and switching equipment investment problem when trans-
mission switching is allowed and demands, generator capacities and generator costs
are stochastic. Villumsen et al. [31] propose a model of the transmission expansion
problem when transmission switching is used in response to high wind penetration
scenarios.

A problem related to the robust transmission expansion planning problem is that
of identifying a worst case event from within the defined uncertainty set for a given
expansion solution. This problem is especially interesting when it is assumed that the
operator has the ability to react optimally to the event once it has occurred. Neglecting
the demand uncertainty and considering only uncertainty in possible line failures, this
type of optimization problem is an interdiction problem. Arroyo and Fernández [2],
Delgadillo et al. [7] and Zhao and Zeng [37] propose methods for solving this power
grid interdiction problem where transmission switching is used as a recovery action.
Our proposed approach for solving the oracle described in Sect. 4.2 extends these pre-
viously published methods by identifying a worst-case combination of contingency
and demand events for a given investment solution. Additionally, the network expan-
sion problem we consider is more complex than the interdiction problem because we
seek to identify not only the worst case disruption, but an investment solution that
could survive the worst case disruption.

In summary, other authors have considered the transmission expansion planning
problem with transmission switching, or with uncertainty due to contingency events,
or uncertainty in demand or renewable generation, but our contribution is to explore
novel solution methodologies when all of these complicating factors are considered
simultaneously.
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3 Problem definition

We seek an optimal investment solution which determines where new transmission
lines should be built and on which lines transmission switching equipment should
be installed. The objective is to minimize the total investment cost while ensuring
that it is possible to recover from any single transmission line failure and any set of
instantaneous demands and renewable generation levels in the defined uncertainty set.

In this section we formally define the robust transmission expansion and switching
equipment investment problem. In Sect. 3.1 we explain the assumptions in our model.
In Sect. 3.2 we define the deterministic problem, where the transmission line failures
(i.e., contingency) anddemandvector are given. InSect. 3.3wepresent the robust coun-
terpart of the deterministic problem, where the contingency and demands/renewable
generation vectors may take on any value within their respective uncertainty sets. In
Sect. 3.4 we derive the formulation of the robust counterpart as a linear mixed-integer
program (MIP) with an exponential number of constraints. In Sect. 4, we describe
how this MIP formulation can be decomposed and solved via a constraint generation
procedure.

3.1 Assumptions

To manage the tradeoff between accuracy and solvability, we make the following
assumptions in our model.

– A set of candidate transmission lines is given. Our investment decisions are binary;
for each line in the set of candidate transmission lines, we decide whether or not
that line should be built.

– Transmission switching equipment may be installed on any line. There is a binary
decision for each transmission line to determine whether transmission switching
equipment should be installed, including both existing and candidate lines. We
assume that switching equipment is not currently installed on any line, but this
assumption could easily bemodifiedbyfixing the values of certain binary variables.

– Transmission lines are the only components which may fail. Given the critical
nature of transmission lines and the exposure of these lines toweather events, fallen
trees, etc., we only consider transmission line failures in contingency events. How-
ever, the model presented here may be generalized to include failures of generators
as well. Failures in both existing and new transmission lines are considered.

– Renewable generation is treated as negative demand. Renewable generation is
non-dispatchable, meaning that the output cannot be fully controlled by the oper-
ator, as availability depends on weather conditions. Typically the only control that
the operator has over the renewable generation sources is that excess generation
can be curtailed. In our model we assume that renewable generation is always used
and never curtailed, but this assumption could easily be relaxed by adding a cur-
tailment decision variable for each renewable generator in the operator’s response
to a contingency-demand event. The methods presented here are still valid if cur-
tailment is modeled. Because both renewable generation and demand are out of
the operator’s control, in our model renewable generation is treated the same as
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negative demand. In the remainder of this paper, the term demand is used to refer
to both true demand and renewable generation.

– Demand values belong to a box uncertainty set. This uncertainty set on the demand
parameters is defined by a lower bound and an upper bound for each node. Our
goal is to ensure feasible operation in the event that any demand value within this
range is realized. A demand uncertainty set should be chosen which is appropriate
for the planning horizon. A larger planning horizon may necessitate the use of a
wider bounds on the demand uncertainty, due to projected population growth or
greater uncertainty. The process for determining the appropriate uncertainty set is
out of scope for this paper. However, we note that we have chosen to use a box
uncertainty set because it is relatively simple. A planner, without access to complex
forecasting models may still be able to estimate lower and upper bounds on the
power demand/renewable generation at each node based on expert judgement.

– We use the direct current power flow (DCPF) approximation. We employ a linear
approximation of the power flow equationswhich govern howpower flows through
the transmission network. This DCPF modeling assumption is commonly used in
the academic literature and in industry [15].

– We seek to minimize investment cost, and neglect operational costs. Our goal is
primarily to understand where new transmission lines and transmission switching
equipment should be installed in order to ensure that feasible operation is possible
under all events in our defined uncertainty set. Therefore, in our objective function
we include the investment costs of building new transmission lines and switching
equipment, but neglect the operational costs. For a sufficiently short planning
horizon, investment costs are large relative to operational costs; thus, operational
costs are often neglected in the transmission expansion planning literature [3,
6,26]. For longer planning horizons where the operational costs are considered
significant, expansion models need to appropriately weight generator dispatch
costs for different realizations of demand in the objective function. Due to our
assumption that a probability distribution on demand is not available and our
focus on transmission investment, we have chosen not to model operational costs.

– Transmission is the dominant limitation, not generator commitments. In our robust
formulation, we are primarily interested in making transmission investments that
ensure feasible operation for any realization of demand and contingency within the
uncertainty set. We assume that during these extreme events, generators are com-
mitted appropriately, and lower bounds on generator outputs are not a constraint.
Upper bounds are still imposed. This assumption is commonly made in long-term
transmission expansion problems [27]. Transmission is assumed to be the dom-
inant limitation, and so ramping and startup/shutdown constraints on generator
operation are relaxed.

– Only transmission investment decisions are considered. The only investment deci-
sions in our model are decisions about whether to build new transmission lines and
transmission switching equipment. We are particularly interested in understand-
ing the interaction between transmission investment and transmission switching
decisions, as this can help us understand the value of transmission switching as a
recovery action. Power system expansion models often include generation expan-
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sion decisions. As future work, this model could be extended to include generation
expansion decisions as well.

– The order in which equipment is installed is not considered. In practice, trans-
mission equipment is installed in a staged way. However, given that we already
have included complexities such as uncertainty in demand, renewable generation,
and line failures and transmission switching, we have elected not to additionally
include a time component in our model, as this would require a major increase in
the dimension of the problem. Instead, we seek to solve for the total set of new
equipment that would minimize investment costs and satisfy demand within the
given uncertainty sets. The problem of determining the optimal order in which to
install this equipment is out of scope for this paper, but would be an interesting
problem to consider in future work.

3.2 Deterministic problem

We first formulate the deterministic problem in which there is no uncertainty in the
parameter values; the failure state of all transmission lines is known and the set of
nodal demands is known. In this formulation, the binary vector c̄ indicates which
transmission lines are contained in the given contingency. c̄e = 1 indicates that trans-
mission line e has failed and is not available, and c̄e = 0 indicates that transmission
line e is available. Additionally, the vector d̄ indicates the known demands. Demand
d̄i at node i could either be positive, indicating true demand, or negative, indicating
the level of renewable generation at the node. These vectors c̄ and d̄ will be allowed to
vary within a defined uncertainty set in the next section, but for now we assume that
these vectors are known.

We note that realistically, the investment decisions must be made before the uncer-
tain contingency and demands are known, and the operating decisions (which we
represent by variables y and w) are made in response to the realization of the
contingency-demand event. However, in this initial deterministic model where the
contingency and demands are known, this distinction of decisions made before and
after the realized uncertainty is irrelevant.

The full explicit formulation of the deterministic problem is defined in the Appen-
dix. The compact formulation is defined here using the following vector variable
definitions:

x vector of binary transmission expansion and switching equipment installation
decisions. Transmission expansion decisions are made for each line in a set of
candidate transmission lines, and transmission switching equipment investment
decisions are made for all transmission lines, both existing and candidate.
y vector of operating decisions including generator outputs, line flows, nodal phase
angles, and net power injection at each node.
w vector of binary transmission switching decisions.

The compact deterministic problem is as follows:

min
x,y,w

bT x (1a)
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s.t. Fx ≤ f (1b)

Ay + Bw + Cx ≤ h + Hc̄ (1c)

Ry = Ed̄ (1d)

x, w binary (1e)

The objective (1a) minimizes the total investment cost of building new transmission
lines and installing new transmission switching equipment. Constraint set (1b) repre-
sents constraints on only the investment decisions. These constraints might include a
limit on the number of transmission lines that can be built in total or on any particular
right-of-way. Constraint set (1c) represents the operational constraints including limits
on generator outputs and line capacities, DCPF equations, and power flow conserva-
tion. Constraint set (1d) requires that the net power flow out of any particular node is
equal to the demand at that node.

3.3 Robust counterpart definition

The robust counterpart of the proposeddeterministic problem (1) treats the contingency
vector c and the demand vector d as uncertain parameters. The vectors c and d are
known to belong to uncertainty sets C and D, respectively. The goal is to solve for a
minimum cost transmission investment solution x such that there exists a nonempty
set of feasible recovery actions for any c ∈ C and d ∈ D. That is, we seek to identify
a transmission investment solution x such that, for any c ∈ C and d ∈ D, there exists
at least one set of feasible operating decisions y and switching decisions w. More
formally, the robust formulation is stated as follows.

min
x

bT x (2a)

s.t. Fx ≤ f (2b)

F(x, c, d) nonempty ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D (2c)

x binary (2d)

where

F(x, c, d) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ay + Bw ≤ h + Hc − Cx

Ry = Ed

w binary

y unbounded

We assume that the uncertainty set of contingencies C contains all contingencies of
size 1 or 0. That is, C = {c ∈ {0, 1}|E | : 1T c ≤ 1}, where E represents all existing and
candidate transmission lines and 1 is an appropriately sized unit vector.

For the demand uncertainty set D, we use a box uncertainty set. That is, the
demand (and/or renewable generation) at each node is allowed to vary within pre-
defined upper and lower bounds. Let N be the set of all nodes, and Li and Ui
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be the lower and upper bounds on the demand for node i , respectively. Thus,
D = {

d ∈ R
|N | : Li ≤ di ≤ Ui ∀i ∈ N }

.
Throughout this paper, a contingency-demand pair (c, d) is considered survivable

for an investment solution x if F(x, c, d) �= ∅. Conversely, a contingency-demand
pair (c, d) is considered unsurvivable for x if F(x, c, d) = ∅.

In its current form, (2) is difficult to solve directly. Thus, in Sect. 3.4 we show that
(2) can be formulated as a single-level MIP with an exponential number of variables
and constraints.

3.4 Robust counterpart reformulation

Given a particular investment solution x , contingency c and demand vector d, the
operator may choose a set of operating decisions y and a switching configuration w

to best respond to the particular contingency-demand event. However, the existence
of binary switching variables w makes the robust formulation much more complex,
so for the moment let us assume that the switching configuration w is fixed a priori.
The operator then must choose a set of operational decisions y that are feasible for the
following fixed-switching recovery problem:

SP (x, w, c, d) = min
y

0 (3a)

s.t. Ay ≤ h + Hc − Bw − Cx (φ) (3b)

Ry = Ed (η) (3c)

The dual of (3) is as follows:

SD(x, w, c, d) =max
φ,η

φT (h + Hc − Bw − Cx) + ηT Ed (4a)

s.t. ATφ + RT η = 0 (y) (4b)

φ ≤ 0 (4c)

The solution φ = 0, η = 0 is feasible for (4) for any A and R, thus (4) is feasible for
any inputs x, w, c and d.

If (4) has an optimal objective value equal to 0, then a feasible solution exists for
the fixed-switching recovery problem (3). Otherwise, (4) is unbounded, and (3) does
not have a feasible solution.

For a given investment solution x and switching configuration w, formulation (4)
can bemodified to find contingency and demand vectors that make the fixed-switching
recovery problem infeasible by letting c and d become variables which may take any
value within their respective uncertainty sets. If c and d become variables, (4) becomes
the following optimization problem.

R(x, w) = max
c,d,φ,η

φT (h + Hc − Bw − Cx) + ηT Ed (5a)

s.t. ATφ + RT η = 0 (5b)
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φ ≤ 0 (5c)

c ∈ C (5d)

d ∈ D (5e)

Just as (4) is guaranteed to have at least one feasible solution, if C �= ∅ and D �= ∅,
(5) is guaranteed to have at least one feasible solution as well.

If the optimal objective value R(x, w) is infinity, then a contingency-demand pair
has been identified which causes (3) to be infeasible. However, (5) contains bilinear
terms in the objective function and thus in its current form, it is not easy to solve.

The uncertainty set D can be expressed with a linear system of constraints
which are disjoint with the other constraints (5b)–(5d), therefore the optimal solu-
tion for d for (5) will be an extreme point of the polyhedron D [17]. Furthermore,
the optimal solution for (φ, η) for (5) must be an extreme point or extreme
ray of the feasible region defined by constraints (5b) and (5c), for the same
reason.

Let ext(D) represent the set of extreme points of the polyhedron D. Additionally,
let V represent the set of extreme rays of the feasible region of (4), and letX represent
the set of extreme points of the feasible region of (4). Given that the constraints (5b)
and (5c) are disjoint from (5d), and both sets are disjoint from (5e), and that the sets
X , V , ext(D) and C all contain a finite number of elements, (5) can be rewritten as the
following combinatorial optimization problem:

R(x, w) = max
(φ,η)∈X∪V, d∈ext(D), c∈C

{φT (h + Hc − Bw − Cx) + ηT Ed} (6)

If the optimal objective value R(x, w) = 0, then there exists a feasible solution to the
fixed-switching recovery problem (3) for all d ∈ ext(D) and c ∈ C for the particular
investment solution x and switching configuration w.

However, what we are really interested in is whether, for all d ∈ ext(D) and
c ∈ C, there exists a feasible solution to the recovery problem where switching is
not fixed but allowed to be chosen in response to each (c, d) pair. Or, put another
way, whether there exists at least one switching configuration for each contingency-
demand pair for which there exists a feasible solution to the fixed-switching recovery
problem.

Let i(c) be a function that maps the contingency c to its corresponding index in the
set C. That is, for any c ∈ C, i(c) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |C|}. Similarly, let j (d) be a function
thatmaps a demand vector d which is an extreme point of the setD to its corresponding
index in ext(D). That is, for any d ∈ ext(D), j (d) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |ext(D)|}.

For a given x , the requirement that there must exist a switching configuration
wi(c), j (d) for all d ∈ ext(D) and c ∈ C that enables the fixed-switching recovery
problem to be feasible can be expressed as follows:

∃wi(c), j (d)∀c ∈ C, d ∈ ext(D) : R(x, wi(c), j (d)) = 0

Thus, the formulation of the robust counterpart of the deterministic transmission
expansion problem (1) is as follows.
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min
x,w

bT x (7a)

s.t. Fx ≤ f (7b)

φT (h + Hc − Bwi(c), j (d) − Cx) + ηT Ed ≤ 0 (7c)

∀(φ, η) ∈ X ∪ V, d ∈ ext(D), c ∈ C
x binary (7d)

wi(c), j (d) binary ∀d ∈ ext(D), c ∈ C (7e)

Constraint (7c) enforces that for any feasible investment solution x , there must exist
a switching configuration wi(c), j (d) such that the optimal objective function of the
combinatorial optimization program (6) is less than or equal to 0. This requirement
ensures the existence of a feasible recovery solution in response to every event in the
uncertainty set C × ext(D).

4 Algorithmic development

Formulation (7) is a linear MIP which can be used to find an investment solution x that
minimizes investment cost and ensures that feasible operation is possible in response to
any event in the defined uncertainty set. However, (7) contains an exponential number
of constraints and variables, as the sets X ∪V and ext(D) both contain an exponential
number of elements. Thus, to solve this MIP in practice, we employ a decomposition
procedure.

4.1 Decomposition

To decompose (7), the constraint set containing an exponential number of constraints,
(7c), is relaxed and violated constraints from the set (7c) are iteratively generated, as
needed, until a feasible investment solution x is identified.

Before proceeding with our decomposition approach, we briefly discuss the chal-
lenges of solving the robust transmission expansion planning problem with switching
(2) by standard decomposition methods such as Benders’ decomposition. Two factors
contribute to the computational difficulty of solving (2) or its equivalent single-level
reformulation (7). First, although the uncertainty set C×ext(D) is finite, it is extremely
large. As such, it is impractical to screen all elements of this uncertainty set explicitly,
even if checking feasibility only involves solving a relative straight forward mixed-
integer program. Second, the binary switching variablesw destroy the convexity of the
subproblem and the reformulation of the separation oracle, which is key to any solu-
tion approach based on Benders’ decomposition. Thus, recent solution approaches for
robust power grid optimization proposed in [17] and [18], which are based onBenders’
decomposition, are not directly applicable.

4.1.1 Oracle motivation

A problem with the structure of (7) would traditionally be solved with Benders’
decomposition in which feasibility cuts in the set (7c) are generated by solving sub-
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problems (3) for every contingency-demand pair in each iteration. Given that the set of
extreme points of the demand uncertainty set, ext(D), contains an exponential number
of elements, it would take an impractically long time to solve a subproblem for every
(c, d) ∈ C × ext(D) in each iteration.

To address this challenge, we develop an oracle. The goal of the oracle is to identify
a contingency-demand pair that does not have a feasible recovery solution given the
current investment solution x , even with the best possible switching configuration.
The development of the oracle will be explained further in Sect. 4.2, but for now let
us assume that such an oracle exists. This oracle eliminates the need to explicitly
screen all contingencies and demand pairs in the uncertainty set in order to identify
an unsurvivable contingency-demand pair.

4.1.2 Switching variable generation

Formulation (7) has the form of a master problem in a two-stage stochastic program
in which the first stage variables are x andw, and the second stage problem is (3) with
second stage variables y. The set of scenarios is the set of all contingency-demand
pairs in the set C×ext(D). Constraint set (7c) represents the set of Benders’ feasibility
cuts corresponding to all extreme points and extreme rays of the feasible region of the
dual of the second stage problem for all scenarios.

We note that the switching variables are naturally second stage variables, because in
practice the switching decisions can be chosen in response to particular contingency-
demand event. However, we have effectively moved the switching variables into the
first stage to alleviate the difficulty of solving a problem with second stage integer
variables.

One challenge with first stage switching decisions is that it results in a very large
number of binary variables in the master problem. There would exist a switching
vector wi(c), j (d) in the master problem for every contingency-demand pair (c, d). As
previously mentioned, the set C×ext(D) contains an exponential number of elements,
and thus there would exist a very large number of switching variables in the master
problem even for relatively small systems.

To address this challenge, we propose that switching variables be generated
iteratively as needed as (7) is solved via a constraint generation procedure. The fea-
sibility cuts in the set (7c) are initially relaxed and are then incrementally added
as violations are identified. Any first stage variables that are not contained in
any constraints can effectively be ignored. Switching variables are only contained
in the constraints in (7c), so initially all switching variables can be ignored. As
violated constraints corresponding to a particular contingency-demand pair (c, d)

from (7c) are identified, we add the corresponding switching variables wi(c), j (d)

to the master problem. Thus, the effective number of switching variables in the
master problem grows gradually as cutting planes are generated for the master
problem.

In practice, we have found that switching variables are generated for only a small
subset of all contingency-demand pairs. This observation will be further discussed in
Sect. 5.
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Fig. 1 Complete algorithm overview

4.1.3 Cutting plane algorithm

Assuming that there exists an oracle for identifying unsurvivable contingency-demand
pairs, the proposed algorithm for finding the minimum cost robust investment solution
proceeds as follows. An illustration of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 1.

In each iteration, the master problem is solved. Initially, the master problem is (7)
where all constraints in set (7c) are relaxed, and all switching variables w are ignored.
The oracle is called to identify an unsurvivable contingency-demand pair (c̄, d̄). Given
the current master problem solution, a subproblem (3) for this (c̄, d̄) pair is solved,
and the dual subproblem solution (φ̄, η̄) is used to generate a feasibility cut for the
master problem. Note that if wi(c̄), j (d̄) does not yet exist in the master problem, then
any switching configuration w can be passed to the subproblem. This issue will be
further discussed in Sect. 4.3.1.

The form of the feasibility cut is as follows:

φ̄T (h + Hc̄ − Bwi(c̄), j (d̄) − Cx) + η̄T Ed̄ ≤ 0

As feasibility cuts in the set (7c) are generated for the master problem, corre-
sponding sets of switching variables are added as well. The procedure of generating
feasibility cuts repeats until the oracle identifies that all contingencies and demands
in the uncertainty set are survivable for the current investment solution x . Or, if at any
point the master problem does not have a feasible solution, then the algorithm exists
with the determination that the problem is infeasible, meaning that there does not exist
an investment solution that can survive all contingencies in the set C and all demands
in the set D.

4.1.4 Convergence contingent on oracle existence

Contingent on the existence of an Oracle, which can identify an unsurvivable
contingency-demand pair for the current investment solution, if one exists, the
described cutting plane algorithm is guaranteed to terminate with the optimal invest-
ment solution, or a determination of infeasibility.

As derived, (7) is an equivalent reformulation of the original robust transmission
expansion problemwith switching (2). The cutting plane algorithm solves a relaxation
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of (7), the master problem, in each iteration, and as a relaxation, the optimal objective
value of the master problem is always less than or equal to the optimal objective value
of the full formulation (7). Thus, if the Oracle reveals that a master problem solution x
can survive all contingency-demand pairs, then the solution x must be optimal for the
original problem. Alternatively, if the master problem becomes infeasible after a cut-
tingplane is added, then the original full formulation (7)must be infeasible, and thus the
algorithm can exit with the determination that no feasible investment solution exists.

The generation of switching variables for the master problem is an implementation
concept that does not impact the proof of convergence in any way. Computationally,
computer memory is required for all variables in the optimization problem that are
being tracked, so it is computationally convenient to track only the constrained switch-
ing variables, and ignore all unconstrained switching variables. However, theoretically,
all switching variables exist in the master problem at all times.

Note that this cutting plane algorithm is not guaranteed to identify the optimal
switching solution for each contingency-demand pair. However, our goal is to identify
theminimumcost investment solution x forwhich there is guaranteed to exist a feasible
set of operational decisions (y, w) (i.e. F(x, c, d) �= ∅) for all c ∈ C and d ∈ D, not
to explicitly determine the optimal operational decisions (y, w) for each contingency-
demand pair. Thus the described cutting plane algorithm achieves this goal.

4.2 Oracle development

The role of the oracle is to identify a contingency-demand pair for which feasible oper-
ation is not possible given the current investment solution x , even when transmission
switching is allowed as a recovery action. If no unsurvivable contingency-demand pair
exists, the oracle should return a certification that the current investment decision x
is optimal. This type of problem can be thought of in terms of a fictional adversary
who seeks to identify a transmission line to disrupt and a particular demand scenario
whose combination would maximize damage.

Recall that the optimal solution to (5) identifies a contingency-demand pair that
would be unsurvivable for a given set of investment decisions x if the recovery
switching configuration were fixed. If (c, d) is unsurvivable with this particular fixed
switching configuration, this isnot a certification that (c, d)would also be unsurvivable
under a different, better switching configuration. However, the optimal solution (c, d)

to (5) is a good candidate for unsurvivability. We use this optimization problem (5)
within an iterative constraint generation routinewhich alternately identifies (c, d) pairs
which are candidates for unsurvivability, andverifieswhether a given (c, d)pair is actu-
ally unsurvivable when any switching configuration is allowed as a recovery action.

Before this constraint generation routine is presented, we first present a reformula-
tion of (5) which eliminates bilinear terms in the objective to become a linear MIP.

4.2.1 Bilinear reformulation

To transform formulation (5) into a linear MIP, the two bilinear terms in the objective
function, φT Hc and ηT Ed, must be linearized.
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The linearization of the first term is fairly simple because the contingency variables
are binary, and so the bilinear term is a product of a binary variable and a continuous
variable. There exist standard methods for linearizing this type of bilinear term [12].

A new set of auxiliary variables can be defined, γe , to represents the bilinear quantity
(φT H)e ce. In the objective, the bilinear term φT Hc is replaced with the linear term
1T γ , where 1 is an appropriately sized unit vector. To enforce the relationship between
γe and the original bilinear terms, the following set of constraints is added for each
transmission line e ∈ E .

γe ≤ Mce (8a)

γe ≥ −Mce (8b)

γe ≤ (φT H)e + M(1 − ce) (8c)

γe ≥ (φT H)e − M(1 − ce) (8d)

LetM be a parameter defined such thatM ≥ max(φ,η)∈X∪V,e∈E {−(φT H)e, (φ
T H)e}.

Constraints (8a) and (8b) enforce that γe = 0 when ce = 0, and constraints (8c)
and (8d) enforce that γe = (φT H)e when ce = 1. The set of equations (8a)–(8d)
effectively enforce the original bilinear relationship that γe = (φT H)e ce for each
e ∈ E . In compact form, let the constraints (8a)–(8d) for all e ∈ E be represented by
the constraint Gγ ≤ g + Jc + Qφ.

The linearization of the second term ηT Ed is more complex, as the demand di is a
continuous variable which may take on any value within the specified upper and lower
bounds. We propose an alternative representation of the demand di in terms of binary
variables.

As discussed in Sect. 3.4, D = {
d ∈ R

|N | : Li ≤ di ≤ Ui ∀i ∈ N }
, and the opti-

mal solution for d for the optimization problem (5) will always be one of the extreme
points of the polyhedral uncertainty setD. Given the definition of the box uncertainty
set, at an extreme point of D, the demand di is either equal to its upper bound Ui

or equal to its lower bound Li . Thus, at any extreme point, the demand di can be
represented in terms of a binary variable zi . Let zi equal 1 if di = Ui , or equal 0 if
di = Li . Thus, the demand di at an extreme point of D can be expressed as follows:

di = Li + (Ui − Li )zi ; z binary

In the objective of the bilevel program, the demand variable di is multiplied by
(ET η)i . For each element i , the term in the objective is rewritten as:

(ET η)i di = (ET η)i Li + (ET η)i (Ui − Li )zi

Note that this expression contains bilinear terms, as (ET η)i is a continuous variable
and zi is a binary variable. However, as this bilinear term is the product of a binary vari-
able and a continuous variable, it can be linearized in the same way as was (φT H)e ce.
Let λi be the auxiliary variable which represents the bilinear term (ET η)i zi . Let con-
straints analogous to (8a)–(8d) enforce the relationship that λi = (ET η)i zi , and let
the compact representation of these constraints be Sλ ≤ s + T z + Vη.
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Let the term ηT Ed in the objective (5a) be replaced by ηT EL + (U − L)T λ, which
represents the linearized expression.

Thus, the nonlinear optimization problem (5) can be reformulated as a linear MIP
as follows:

R(x, w) = max
φ,η,c,γ,z,λ

φT h + 1T γ + φT (−Bw) + φT (−Cx) + ηT EL + (U − L)T λ

(9a)

s.t. ATφ + RT η = 0 (9b)

Gγ ≤ g + Jc + φ (9c)

Sλ ≤ s + T z + Vη (9d)

φ ≤ 0 (9e)

1T c ≤ 1 (9f)

c, z binary (9g)

Just as the nonlinear optimization problem (5) is guaranteed to have at least one
feasible solution if C �= ∅ and D �= ∅, the equivalent linear reformulation (9) must
have at least one feasible solution under the same assumption.

This linearized program (9) can be solved directly to identify a contingency-demand
pair forwhich feasible recourse is not possible for the given investment x if the recovery
switching actions were fixed to w.

There exist several other special types of uncertainty sets for which the extreme
points can be expressed in terms of binary variables. Other authors have used this type
of uncertainty set representation in robust power system optimization problems for
a polyhedral uncertainty set [18], a budget uncertainty set [17] and multiple budget
uncertainty sets [38]. For these types of uncertainty sets, the basic procedure presented
in this section for developing the oracle is applicable.

4.2.2 Iterative oracle routine

The reformulated program (9) can identify a contingency-demand pair which is unsur-
vivable for a given investment decision x when recovery switching actions are fixed
to a given w. However, what we are more interested in is a contingency-demand pair
which is unsurvivable when the set of switching actions w is not fixed a priori, but is
allowed to be chosen in response to particular (c, d) event. An iterative routine is pro-
posed to identify a contingency-demand pair that is unsurvivable with every possible
recovery switching configuration.

The routine iterates between solving an upper level problem and a lower level prob-
lem. The upper level problem identifies a contingency-demand pair (c, d) which is
unsurvivable for the current investment solution for a given fixed switching configu-
ration. That (c, d) pair is passed to the lower level problem to definitively determine
whether the given (c, d) pair is unsurvivable when any switching configuration may
be chosen in response to that event. The routine for solving the oracle is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Oracle routine

More specifically, the routine for solving the oracle proceeds as follows. First, the
initial upper level problem (9) is formulated where the switching vector is fixed to
w = 0 (i.e., no switching). If the optimal objective value of the upper level problem
is unbounded, a contingency-demand pair (c̄, d̄) has been identified which is unsur-
vivable when switching is fixed to w = 0. This (c̄, d̄) pair is passed to the lower level
problem to check whether there exists a different switching configuration that would
enable survivability.

The lower level problem is formulated as follows.

S(x, c, d) = min
y,w

0 (10a)

s.t. Ay + Bw ≤ h + Hc − Cx (10b)

Ry = Ed (10c)

w binary (10d)

If the lower level problem is infeasible, then there does not exist any switching con-
figuration that would allow there to exist a feasible recovery solution for this (c̄, d̄),
given the current investment solution x , meaning that (c̄, d̄) is unsurvivable. The oracle
routine can be exited, and this (c̄, d̄) pair can then be passed to the subproblem (3).

Otherwise, the lower level problem is feasible, indicating that there exists a switch-
ing configuration that enables survivability. A constraint is generated for the upper
level problem to make the current contingency-demand solution infeasible.

4.2.3 Oracle convergence contingent on cutting plane existence

Suppose there exists a constraint that could be added to the upper level problem that
would make a given survivable contingency-demand pair infeasible, and does not
make any other valid candidate solutions infeasible. If such a cutting plane exists,
the Contingency Oracle routine is guaranteed to identify a contingency-demand pair
that is unsurvivable for the current investment solution x , or verify that an unsurviv-
able contingency-demand pair does not exist. The form of this cutting plane will be
discussed in the next section, but we first suppose that such a constraint exists.

Initially, c and d in the upper level problem are constrained only by the requirement
that c and d belong to their respective uncertainty sets, c ∈ C and d ∈ ext(D). (Recall
that (9) is an equivalent reformulation of (5). Constraints (9c) and (9d) exist only
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to enforce the relationship between the auxiliary variables that represent the bilinear
terms and c and d, respectively, but do not restrict the feasible values for c and d).
An optimal objective value of 0 for the initial upper level problem indicates that all
contingency-demand pairs in the uncertainty set are survivable without switching.
Any contingency-demand pair (c, d) that is survivable without switching is also sur-
vivable with switching. More formally, if the fixed-switching recovery problem (3),
with switching w fixed to the 0-vector, is feasible, then the lower level (10), where
the switching vector w is a variable, must also be feasible. Thus, if the initial upper
level optimal objective value is equal to 0, the Oracle exits with the certification that
the current investment solution x can survive all contingency-demand pairs in the
uncertainty set, even when switching is allowed.

As constraints are generated, by assumption, no valid contingency-demand pairs
are made infeasible. The only excluded contingency-demand pairs are those that are
known to be survivable when switching is allowed. Thus, in subsequent iterations,
if the upper level problem has an optimal objective value equal to 0, the Oracle can
certify that the current investment solution x can survive all contingency-demand pairs
in the uncertainty set when switching is allowed.

If the optimal objective value of the upper level problem is greater than 0, the
contingency-demand pair (c, d) in the optimal solution is not survivable when switch-
ing is not allowed. This (c, d) solution is passed to the lower level problem. If the lower
level problem (10) is infeasible for a particular a contingency-demand pair (c, d), by
definition, that contingency-demand pair is unsurvivable for the current investment
solution x .

As discussed in Sect. 4.2.1, the initial upper level problem (9) has at least one fea-
sible solution. In subsequent iterations, as constraints are generated, if the upper level
problem becomes infeasible, then, because the added cutting planes are assumed not
to exclude valid candidate solutions, it means that there does not exist an unsurvivable
contingency-demand pair.

There are a finite number of contingency-demand pairs in the set C × ext(D), so if
each constraint generated for the upper level problem makes at least one contingency-
demand pair infeasible, the Oracle routine is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number
of iterations.

4.2.4 Upper level cutting plane

The upper level problem is derived from the dual of the fixed-switching recovery
problem (4). Because the primal (3) has no objective function, the only possibilities
for the dual are that it is feasible with an optimal objective value of 0, feasible with an
unbounded objective value, or infeasible. (4) has at least one feasible solution (φ =
0, μ = 0), so there are only two possibilities for (4): its optimal objective value is equal
to 0 or unbounded. An optimal objective value of 0 means that there exists a feasible
recovery solution for the given fixed-switching vector, and an unbounded objective
means that no feasible recovery solution exists with the fixed-switching vector.

The only difference between (4) and the initial upper level problem (9) is that in (9)
the contingency and demand vectors are allowed to vary within their respective uncer-
tainty sets, and corresponding auxiliary variables and constraints have been added to
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linearize bilinear terms. These modifications have not changed the fact the optimal
objective value will be 0 or infinity. For any contingency-demand pair (c, d), for any
solution (φ, μ) that satisfies (9b)-(9e), either the objective function (9a) evaluates to
0, or the solution (φ, μ) is an extreme ray, implying that (φ, μ) times a positive scalar
is also feasible.

In the initial upper level problem, the switching vector w in the objective function
is fixed to 0. If the optimal objective value is greater than 0 (unbounded), then a
contingency-demand pair has been identified that is unsurvivable if switchingwere not
an allowable recovery action. If the lower level problem is feasible for this contingency-
demand pair, then the lower level solution specifies a switching configuration ŵ that
enables survivability.

The constraints in the upper level problem (9b)–(9g) do not depend on the switching
vector w. Only the objective function (9a) contains the switching vector w. Thus, to
modify the upper level problem to additionally require unsurvivability when switching
is fixed to ŵ, we add a constraint that requires that the objective function with ŵ be
greater than 0, because this enforces that the fixed-switching recovery problem, with
switching fixed to ŵ, must be infeasible.

The constraint generated for the upper level problem is as follows:

φT h + 1T γ + φT (−Bŵ) + φT (Cx) + ηT EL + (U − L)T λ ≥ ε (11)

As discussed in Sect. 4.2.1, at any feasible solution, the auxiliary variables will
be equal to the bilinear terms they represent, thus this constraint is equivalent to the
following:

φT (h + Hc − Bŵ − Cx) + μT Ed ≥ ε (11′)

Any choice of parameter ε > 0 is valid. For any (c, d), if there exists a solution (φ, μ)

that satisfies this constraint, then for any s > 0 there also exists a solution (sφ, sμ) that
would satisfy a different version of the constraint where ε was replaced with ε′ = sε.
Thus, with any value ε > 0, this cutting plane effectively enforces that the objective
function with ŵ be greater than or equal to any arbitrarily small value, and is therefore
equivalent to requiring the objective function with ŵ be strictly greater than 0.

Constraint (11′) forces the upper level to choose a new contingency-demand pair.
Suppose the previous upper level solution was (ĉ, d̂), which was survivable in the
lower level problem with switching configuration ŵ. If (10) has a feasible solution
(ŷ, ŵ), then ŷ is a feasible solution for SP (x, ŵ, ĉ, d̂) (3), and its optimal objective
value is equal to 0. If the primal is feasible then the dual (4) has an optimal objective
value SD(x, ŵ, ĉ, d̂) = 0, and there exists an optimal dual solution φ̃ = μ̃ = 0. If
there existed a feasible solutionφ′, μ′ such thatφ′T (h+Hĉ−Bŵ−Cx)+μ′T Ed̂ ≥ ε,
this would contradict the fact that (φ̃, μ̃) was an optimal solution to SD(x, ŵ, ĉ, d̂).
Therefore the only way for the upper level problem to satisfy constraint (11′) is to
choose a contingency-demand pair (c, d) �= (ĉ, d̂).

In subsequent iterations, other contingency-demand pairs will be identified in the
upper level problem, and corresponding switching configurations will be identified in
the lower level problem. A cutting plane with the form of (11) will be added to the
upper level for each switching configuration that enables survivability.
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The constraint of the form (11) fits the criteria for the cutting plane for the upper
level problem described in the Sect. 4.2.3. A constraint of this form makes at least
one contingency-demand pair infeasible, and excludes only contingency-demand pairs
which are survivable for a particular switching configuration, which does not exclude
any potential unsurvivable contingency-demand pairs.

4.3 Implementation

An overview of the cutting plane algorithm was described in Sect. 4.1.3. In Sect. 4.3.1
we discuss two details of the implementation which improve the rate of convergence,
and in Sect. 4.3.2 the complete algorithm including these implementation details will
be defined.

4.3.1 Implementation details

One implementation detail concerns the inputs to the subproblem (3), x, w, c, d. The
contingency c anddemandd are set according to the unsurvivable contingency-demand
pair identified by the oracle. The investment x is set according to the master problem
solution, and the switching vector w may or may not be set according to the master
problem solution, depending upon whether the switching vector wi(c), j (d) exists in
the master problem. If wi(c), j (d) exists in the master problem, then to guarantee con-
vergence, w must be set equal to the master problem solution for wi(c), j (d). However,
if wi(c), j (d) has not been added to the master problem, then any arbitrary binary vec-
tor which is compatible with the current investment solution x may be set. That is,
the switching configuration chosen may only switch lines out which have switching
equipment installed on them according to the investment solution x . For simplicity,
we choose to set w = 0, which is compatible with any investment solution x .

The second issue concerns the manner in which unsurvivable contingency-demand
pairs are identified. To ensure that themaster problem identifies an investment solution
x that can survive a given (c, d) pair, multiple feasibility cuts are often necessary. Thus,
rather than calling the oracle to identify an unsurvivable (c, d) pair in every iteration,
we suggest that a Critical (c, d) List first be checked for unsurvivable (c, d) pairs.
This critical list is a list of all (c, d) pairs that have previously been identified as
unsurvivable by the oracle, which are good candidates for unsurvivability.

The procedure for identifying unsurvivable contingency-demand pairs from the
critical list is as follows.Given the current investment solution x , for each contingency-
demand pair in the list, the with-switching recovery problem (10) is solved. If (10) is
infeasible for any (c, d) pair, then an unsurvivable (c, d) pair has been identified. If
(10) is feasible for all contingency-demand pairs in the critical list, then the oracle is
called to identify an unsurvivable contingency-demand pair, if one exists.

In our computational tests, we have found that there tends to exist a small set of
“dominant” contingency-demand pairs, in the sense that once sufficient investments
are made to ensure the survivability of these pairs, all other pairs are also survivable.
Thus, checking this Critical List seems to be an efficient way to identify unsurvivable
contingency-demand pairs.
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4.3.2 Complete algorithm

Using these implementation details, the complete cutting plane algorithm is presented
in Algorithm 1. Steps 2–20 in the Algorithm define the oracle routine. The goal of
this segment of the Algorithm is to identify an unsurvivable contingency, if one exists.
Let UL(x, w) refer to the linearized upper level problem which is initially equal to the
formulation (9), but expands to include additional constraints that are added over the
course of the oracle routine.

4.3.3 Convergence

As described in Sect. 4.1.4, the cutting plane algorithm is guaranteed to converge to
an optimal investment solution x , if one exits, if there exists an oracle which, for a
given investment solution x , can identify an unsurvivable contingency-demand pair
(c, d), or returns a confirmation that all contingency-demand pairs in the uncertainty
set are survivable. An Oracle was described in Sect. 4.2.2, and in Sect. 4.2.3, it was
argued that the Oracle routine is guaranteed to exit with an unsurvivable contingency-
demand pair, if one exists, if there exists a cutting plane that can be iteratively added
to an upper level problem to exclude only survivable contingency-demand pairs. A
cutting plane was described in Sect. 4.2.4 that will exclude all contingency-demand
pairs that have a feasible fixed-switching recovery solutions for a particular switching
configuration. As described in Sect. 4.2.4, this cutting plane meets the previously
established criteria because, when used in the described Oracle Routine, it makes at
least one contingency-demand pair infeasible, and excludes only contingency-demand
pairswhich are survivable. Thus, the cutting plane algorithm,with the described oracle,
with the described cutting plane for the upper level problem, is guaranteed to identify
a investment solution x that can survive all contingencies and demand vectors in the
respective uncertainty sets at minimum cost, or determine infeasibility, in a finite
number of iterations.

Note that while, for the proof of convergence, any value of ε > 0 can be used, in
practice it is convenient to select a value of ε that is small but large enough to avoid
issues with floating point precision.

5 Computational results

The proposed algorithm was implemented in C++ using CPLEX v12.4 Concert Tech-
nology. Our computational results were performed on a computer with 4GBRAM and
a 2.3 GHz processor. In all computational experiments, the algorithmwas run until the
optimal solution was identified, where the default parameters regarding the optimality
gap, etc. in CPLEX were used.

Results for three different test cases are presented here. The original sources for
these test cases [9–11] include descriptions of the topology and system characteristics,
but do not include sets of candidate lines. We use sets of candidate lines from relevant
transmission expansion literature. For the IEEE24 test system and Garver test system,
candidate lines from [1] are used. The set of candidate lines and the capacities for the
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Algorithm 1: Complete Algorithm
Input: Initialize critical node list L = ∅

1 Solve master problem (MP) minx bT x : Fx ≤ f, x binary → x̂ opt. sol.;
2 Solve UL(x̂, 0);
3 if UL(x̂, 0) feasible then
4 UL(x̂, 0) → R(x̂, 0), (φ̂, η̂, ĉ, γ̂ , ẑ, λ̂) opt. sol.;
5 if R(x̂, 0) ≤ 0 then
6 Exit x̂ optimal;
7 else
8 Let (ĉ, d̂) be candidate contingency-demand pair, where d̂ = L + (U + L)� ẑ;

9 Solve (10) S(x̂, ĉ, d̂);

10 if S(x̂, ĉ, d̂) feasible then
11 S(x̂, ĉ, d̂) → (ŷ, w̃) opt. sol.;

12 Add φT h + 1T γ + φT (−Bw̃) + φT (Cx̂) + ηT EL + (U − L)T λ ≥ ε to UL(x̂, 0).
13 Go to step 2;
14 else
15 if (ĉ, d̂) /∈ L then add (ĉ, d̂) to L;
16 end
17 end
18 else
19 Exit x̂ optimal;
20 end

21 if wi(ĉ), j (d̂) exists in MP then

22 Solve (4) SD(x̂, ŵi(ĉ), j (d̂), ĉ, d̂) → (φ̂, η̂) opt. sol.;
23 else
24 Solve (4) SD(x̂, 0, ĉ, d̂) → (φ̂, η̂) opt. sol.;
25 end

26 Add φ̂T (h + Hĉ − Bwi(ĉ), j (d̂) − Cx) + η̂T Ed̂ ≤ 0 and add wi(ĉ), j (d̂) variables toMP;
27 SolveMP.;
28 if MP feasible then
29 MP → (x̂, ŵ) opt. sol.;
30 else
31 Exit: infeasible.
32 end
33 for ∀(c, d) ∈ L do
34 Solve (10) S(x̂, c, d);
35 if S(x̂, c, d) infeasible then
36 Solve (4) SD(x̂, ŵi(c), j (d), c, d) → (φ̂, η̂) opt. sol.;

37 Let (ĉ, d̂) = (c, d). Go to step 26;
38 end
39 end
40 Go to step 2;

existing lines for the IEEE14 test case are from [34]. Costs of installing transmission
switching equipment were not available in the references, so we chose switching costs
to approximately match the relative cost of switching equipment and new transmission
lines defined in [31]. The essential characteristics of the test cases are summarized in
Table 1

The runtime ranges for each of the test cases are shown in Table 2 for a variety of
different demand uncertainty sets, as defined later in this section. The column titled
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Table 1 Garver6, IEEE14 and IEEE24 system characteristics

Test case # Nodes # Loads # Generators Existing lines Candidate lines

Garver6 6 5 3 6 39

IEEE14 14 11 5 20 10

IEEE24 24 17 32 35 10

Table 2 Run times and performance metrics

Test case Run time (s) # (c,d) pairs considered Total # (c,d) pairs

Garver6 17–94 7–11 1.4E3

IEEE14 1–9 1–2 6.1E4

IEEE24 13–99 2–5 5.9E6

“#(c,d) pairs considered” in Table 2 refers to the number of contingency-demand pairs
explicitly consideredwhen solving the algorithmover the same range of demanduncer-
tainty sets. This refers to the number of unique contingency-demand pairs identified by
the oracle while solving the algorithm, whose corresponding switching variables are
effectively added to the master problem. The column “Total # of (c,d) pairs” indicates
the number of elements in the set C × ext(D), which is determined by the num-
ber of existing and candidate transmission lines and the number of demand nodes.
Our intention is to present a comparison of the order of magnitude of the number
of contingency-demand pairs that are explicitly considered while solving the algo-
rithm relative to the total number in the uncertainty set. As shown in Table 2, for
these test cases only a handful of contingency-demand pairs were explicitly consid-
ered, despite the thousands or millions of contingency-demand pairs in the uncertainty
set.

We note that the larger networks among these three test instances do not neces-
sarily have longer run times. The number of candidate lines and the total number
of new investments that must be made to ensure resiliency are more important
indicators of runtime than network size. In our computational experiments, we
found that test cases which require more investments in new transmission lines
and switching equipment require more iterations and have longer run times. For
the test instances presented in Table 2, the algorithmic run time was dominated by
the time required to solve the master problem. We expect that more conservative
demand uncertainty sets typically require more investments, and that more invest-
ments may drive longer run times. In general, we would expect that for a problem
where the demand uncertainty set has been defined widely to represent the needs over
a long planning horizon, the algorithm would run more slowly, whereas narrower
demand uncertainty sets representing shorter planning horizons could be solved more
quickly.

As summarized in Sect. 4.3.3, our proposed algorithm is guaranteed to converge to
an optimal investment solution or determine infeasibility. However, it is theoretically
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Fig. 3 Optimal investment solution without transmission switching

possible that in the worst case it would be necessary to explore an exponential number
of contingency-demand pairs. We demonstrate that for these small test cases, with our
proposed algorithm it is only necessary to explore a small fraction of all contingency-
demand pairs. While the algorithmic performance strongly depends on the particular
problem parameters, we expect that this property holds for larger test instances as
well. We have used a serial implementation of the proposed algorithm, but a parallel
implementation may be useful for solving larger problems.

For theGarver 6 bus test instance, we explore how the use of transmission switching
as a recovery action changes the investment solution. Figure 3 represents the optimal
investment solution when transmission switching is not an allowable recovery action,
and Fig. 4 represents the optimal investment solution when transmission switching
is allowed. The dashed lines represent new transmission lines. In Fig. 4, the circuit
breaker image on the transmission line between nodes 2 and 3 represents new switching
equipment. The solutions illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 share many of the same invest-
ments. However, the optimal cost with switching is $184 compared to $200 when
transmission switching is not allowed. This is due to the fact that, without switching,
8 new transmission lines are built, and when transmission switching is allowed, only
7 new transmission lines are built and transmission switching equipment is built on
one line. The transmission switching equipment is much cheaper than building a new
transmission line.

Note that by switching line (2–3) out, the cycle between nodes 1, 2, 3 and 5 is
broken. Transmission switching is most likely to be useful in transmission networks
which contain cycles. In a network which more resembles a tree or a line, there is a
lot of flexibility to find phase angle values that would support whatever power flow
patterns are desired. However, in a dense network with cycles, the DCPF constraints
are likely to be limiting, as phase angle values are more constrained. Thus, these are
the systems where transmission switching is most likely to be useful.

In an effort to explore how the conservatism of the defined demand uncertainty set
impacts the optimal cost, for the IEEE14 and IEEE24 test cases, we have fixed the
lower bound on the demand uncertainty set and scaled the upper bound. The lower
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Fig. 4 Optimal investment solution with transmission switching

bound is set equal to 70 % of the nominal demand. The upper bound is set equal to
the nominal demand times a scaling factor. High scaling levels for the demand upper
bound represent an increased level of conservatism in the defined uncertainty set.
Figure 5 represents the optimal investment cost for different scaling factors for the
demand upper bound for the IEEE24 test case. Similarly, Fig. 6 represents the same
quantities for the IEEE14 test case.

Wenote that for both of these test cases, the cost of the optimal investment solution is
lower when switching is allowed as a recovery action than when transmission switch-
ing is not employed as a recovery action. Essentially, the flexibility introduced by
transmission switching allows the same level of resiliency to be achieved by installing
new switching equipment rather than new transmission lines, as the cost of the switch-
ing equipment is small relative to the cost of new transmission lines. In Fig. 6, when the
demand upper bound is fixed to 100%, the optimal cost with transmission switching is
shown, but without transmission switching, a feasible solution is not possible. Thus, in
some instances allowing transmission switching may allow a level of resiliency to be
attained that would not be possible under any investment solution when transmission
switching is not employed.

We note that another way to visualize optimal cost as a function of relative conges-
tion is to vary the transmission line capacities. In the IEEE24 test case, the existing
transmission lines are divided among “low” and “high” capacity lines. We fixed the
capacity on the low capacity lines, and scaled the capacity on the high capacity lines
relative to their nominal capacity. The optimal cost as a function of the scaled line
capacity is shown in Fig. 7.

It is interesting how similar the shape of the curves in the plot in Fig. 7 is to the
shape of the curves in the plot in Fig. 5. Essentially, scaling the upper bound on the
demand and scaling the transmission capacities are two different ways of controlling
the congestion level in the network. Similar levels of congestion require similar levels
of investment, regardless of the source of the congestion.
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Fig. 5 Optimal investment cost for IEEE24 test case with scaled demand

Fig. 6 Optimal investment cost for IEEE14 test case with scaled demand

Fig. 7 Optimal investment cost for IEEE24 test case with scaled line capacities
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6 Conclusion

A robust model for the transmission expansion problem has been presented in which
there is uncertainty in both possible line failures and nodal demands, and transmission
switching is used as a recovery action. The box uncertainty set that we have chosen
to model demand uncertainty can represent uncertainty in loads and uncertainty in
renewable generation. This robust uncertainty model is appropriate in the transmis-
sion expansion setting, as probabilities about possible failures or demand scenarios
are typically not available, and avoiding blackout events is a critical priority. Within
this conservative planning framework, it is shrewd to consider recovery actions such
as transmission switching that would introduce flexibility, allowing the operator to
achieve resilient operation for a lower investment cost. The algorithm presented here
could be used as a tool to evaluate the potential cost savings of allowing transmission
switching as a recovery action for various ranges of demand/renewable generation.

We have presented an algorithm that is based on the Benders’ decomposition frame-
work, but utilizes a novel oracle for identifying unsurvivable contingency-demand
events. The development of the oracle enables the Benders’ routine to be used when
the number of all contingency-demand pairs is too large to practically use a naive
Benders’ decomposition.

In our future work, it would be interesting to explore alternative types of uncer-
tainty sets for the demand and contingencies. For examples, contingencies of larger
sizes may be explored, or polyhedral demand uncertainty sets. Additionally, we would
like to explore approaches to scaling this algorithm up to larger networks. Further-
more, interesting extensions to the model presented here might include the addition
of generator investment decisions, decisions regarding the order in which equipment
is installed, or consideration of operational costs.

Acknowledgments This work was supported in part by an NSF Graduate Student Fellowship. Sandia
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oratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned
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Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.

Appendix

The expanded formulation of the deterministic transmission expansion problem, pre-
sented in compact form in (1), is as follows, where the contingency c̄ and the demand
vector d̄ are known.

The following notation is defined.
Sets and indices

N set of buses, i.e., nodes in the network.
G set of all generating units. Each generator g ∈ G is located at exactly one bus i ∈ N .
Gi set of generating units at bus i ∈ N .
i(g)] the bus i such that g ∈ Gi .
Ecand set of all candidate transmission elements.
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E set of all existing and candidate transmission elements. Power may flow in either
direction on an arc, but an arbitrary direction is chosen for each arc for convenience
of notation.
Eout
i set of existing and candidate transmission lines directed out of bus i ∈ N .

E in
i set of existing and candidate transmission lines directed into bus i ∈ N .

h(e) bus that transmission element e is directed into, i.e., the head of e.
t (e) bus that transmission element e is directed out of, i.e., the tail of e.

Parameters

Be electrical susceptance on line e ∈ E .
c̄e binary parameter indicating the availability of transmission line e in the contingency.
c̄e = 1 indicates that the transmission line e is contained in the contingency and is not
available.
Pmax
g upper bound on the power output at generator g ∈ G.

d̄i load or renewable generation at bus i . d̄i > 0 represents true demand, and d̄i < 0
represents renewable generation.
θmin, θmax lower and upper bounds, respectively, on phase angle values.
blinee investment cost of building transmission line e ∈ Ecand.
bswitche investment cost of building transmission switching equipment on line e ∈ E .
Fe capacity on power flow on transmission line e ∈ E .
Variables

x linee binary transmission expansion variable, equals 1 if transmission line e is built,
for all e ∈ Ecand.
xswitche binary switching equipment investment variable, equals 1 if transmission
switching equipment is built on line e, for all e ∈ E
pg power output at generator g, for all g ∈ G.
fe power flow on transmission element e, for all e ∈ E .
θi phase angle of bus i , for all i ∈ N .
ri net power injection at node i , for all i ∈ N .
we binary transmission switching variable, equals 1 if transmission line is switched
out (i.e., effectively removed), for all e ∈ E .

The explicit deterministic transmission expansion problem is as follows:

min
∑

e∈Ecand

blinee x linee +
∑

e∈E
bswitche xswitche (12a)

∑

g∈Gi

pg +
∑

e∈E in
i

fe −
∑

e∈Eout
i

fe − ri = 0 ∀i ∈ N (12b)

θmin ≤ θi ≤ θmax ∀i ∈ N (12c)

− Fe(1 − c̄e − we) ≤ fe ≤ Fe(1 − c̄e − we) ∀e ∈ E (12d)

we ≤ 1 − c̄e ∀e ∈ E (12e)

we ≤ xswitche ∀e ∈ E (12f)
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0 ≤ pg ≤ Pmax
g ∀g ∈ G (12g)

Be
(
θt (e) − θh(e)

) − fe ≤ M(c̄e + we) ∀e ∈ E\Ecand (12h)

Be
(
θt (e) − θh(e)

) − fe ≥ −M(c̄e + we) ∀e ∈ E\Ecand (12i)

Be
(
θt (e) − θh(e)

) − fe − M(1 − x linee + c̄e + we) ≤ 0 ∀e ∈ Ecand (12j)

Be
(
θt (e) − θh(e)

) − fe + M(1 − x linee + c̄e + we) ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ Ecand (12k)

− Fex
line
e ≤ fe ≤ Fex

line
e ∀e ∈ Ecand (12l)

ri = d̄i ∀i ∈ N (12m)

x linee ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ Ecand (12n)

xswitche ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E (12o)

we ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E (12p)

The objective (12a) minimizes the total investment cost of building new transmis-
sion lines and transmission switching equipment.

Constraint (12b) requires that power flow balance must be met at each node. Con-
straint (12c) requires that the node phase angles are within the upper and lower bounds.
Constraint (12d) requires that the line flows be within upper and lower bounds if the
line is available. The power flow is forced to 0 if the power line is disrupted in the
contingency, or if the transmission line is switched out. Constraint (12e) requires
that a line can only be switched out if that line is not disrupted in the contingency.
Constraint set (12f) requires that a line cannot be switched out unless transmission
switching equipment has been installed on that line. Constraint (12g) specifies that
the power output at a generator must be less than its upper bound. The lower bound
on the generator dispatch is set equal to 0 because it is assumed that the generator is
allowed to be operated in regimes that are inefficient but allowable for short periods
when the system is stressed. Constraints (12h) and (12i) specify that, for all existing
transmission lines, the DC power flow constraints must be enforced if the transmission
line is not contained in the contingency and is not switched out.

Constraints (12j) and (12k) specify that, for all candidate transmission lines, if the
line is built, the DC power flow constraints must be enforced if the transmission line
is not contained in the contingency and is not switched out. Constraint (12l) specifies
that, for all candidate transmission lines, the power flowmust be 0 for all transmission
lines that are not built. Constraint (12m) specifies that net power flow injection at each
node must be equal to the power demand or renewable generation at that node.

Each of the sets of constraints in the compact formulation (1) map to constraints
in this explicit formulation, with the exception of constraint set (1b). Constraint set
(1b) was included to demonstrate that the model allows for there to be constraints
on only the investment variables, such as a limit on the number of transmission lines
that can be built on a particular right-of-way. However, in our implementation, we
do not impose such a limitation, so constraint set (1b) is an empty set. Constraint set
(1c) represents constraints (12b)–(12l) in the explicit formulation. Constraint set (1d)
represents constraint (12m). And finally, constraint set (1e) represents the constraints
(12n)–(12p).
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